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Before expr~ssing the views of my delegation on
the two resolutions which are now before us, I would
like to outline recent developments in this Cormittee,
as I understand them, which have led us step by ste p
to the situation with which we are now concerned .

I would like to begin with a few words about the
work of the cease-fire group of which I had the honour to
be a member and the results -- or rather the lack of
results -- of that work . In dealing with this matter ,
I speak, of course, as one member of that group and not
in any sense for the other two members with whom it was
my great honour and privilege -- and these are not mere
words -- to be associated in that joint effort . If we
did not succeed, it was not due, I assure you, to any
lack of industry, wisdom and skill on the part of my two
colleagues .

Our first attempt failed because the proposals for
a cease-fire which we madevw„re not even examined by the
Peking Government . We ourselves felt that these proposals
which were acceptable to the United Nations Unified
Command provided a reasonable basis for discussion .

It would, of course, have been easier for us to
explain our purposes to the Peking Government if the
representative of that Government, who was in New York
at the time, had been willing to meet and co-operate with
the group . He, however, had been told by his Government
to adopt a completely unco-operative and negative attitude
toward us on the grounds that our group was illegall y
constituted . The absurdity, of course, of this argument
is patent and need not be gone into .

A more serious reason for the refusal of the Peking
Government to co-operate in the first stages of the cease-
fire work seems to have been the alleged fear that they
rrould be lured into a cease-fire arrangement which would
be followed, not only by a discussion of Far Eastern
questions in which they would participate, but by a new
United Nations offensive in Korea . In this respect ,
our cease-fire proposals seemed to them as a trap . ;le
accepted the possibility of genuine fear and misunderstanding
on this score and attempted to remove it by further
assurances to Peking on, I think, December 19 .

x See Appendix I, page 14 .



All our efforts, ho:rever, to renove ;aisunder-
standings were su~:arily rejected in the telegram froL
Peking of December 21 to the President of the General
tisse::ibly .

:•,ott-rithstanding this uncoMnro~ising and ne~ative
attitude of the Pe!;in~ Governrent, the Political
Cor.lm ttee asked the cease-rire Croup on January 4 no t
tG abandon its task, but to try -- 1,3cïii lyio ::eet any
leaiti-T.ate doubts and anxieties or. the part of Pekin;
by drawing. up a statem ent of principles and a pro~ra:~ e
rhich mie,:,t guide any discussion and underlie any
settler,ent of Far Eastern issues once a cease-fire had
been brou?ht about, in Korea . Our group, as the
_°epreser:tatives know, sub:itted such a state.~_e nt on
last Ja:uary 11 . It :ras fully discussed by this
Co.~:_ittee, ~:fter tr;iich fifty i_ember States fo~^all~r
:;p=oved it and recuested its transmission to the Peking
~o,rer: .er.t for their observations .

T:~ere were many :~ieribers of this Col:..:.ittee at
that ti:e .-i:lo felt t':ut, in n-- .king this fu:the_ effo=t
to brin; about a ne .:,otiûtion of Far Eastern di~'ficulties
with those who were intervenin~; in ;reat force La iro~ea
to assist the ae,;ressor, we .7o_e wea kenin; and inâeed
humiliating the United Nations, and that we should
proceed at once to a condenmation of Cc ~Runist China a
an agz;ressor .

There was a second -roup ,rhic : felt that aln-ost
everythin; should be * subordinated to the necessity of
stopping the fi~ ;htin; and ~ettin; those most concerned,
includin~ t:E. : eople's Government in Pekin;, around the
council table with a view to a peaceful and honourable
settle_lent of Porean and other Far Eastern auestions .
This view point e:ras, I think, based in Dart at least on
a feeling that United Nations action in Ko_ea on and
ûf tC r the crossin of the 12 p:~rtlllel gave s0.~.e reason
for the Chinese in Pe kinÛ - - cut off as they are fro
no .-Mal contacts with so much of the outside world -- to
fear for the security of m zeir position in i.ianchuria and
of their re;L.ie Generally .

'ii.ere was a third group •rhich a~reed that, whatever
:::i ~,-ht be the ri :;Ihts or :-rr on;s of the natter, we should
further prove our good will and our unswerving desire and,
indeed, determination to bring about a peaceful solution
by =akinr one further effort at peaceful settlement before
proceeding to any conciennatory resolution ; that :A ti :out
suc ~: further effort it would be difficult to preserve t :~e
uns ty o : the free :-rorld in the United Nations in rsGard
to action in i~.orea . Some of the ~erlbers of the Co~:ittee,
:v,rhile taking this vie a , •.re~~e frankly _)e ssin.istic about
the result .

Finally, there was the Soviet blcc to z. .►ho ~ the
question was a simple one . The United 1•'atiozs h ad nerely
to deny and disavo:-r the action it had ta: en, yield to
every sin; le de; and of those it had termed aCgressors ,
and then there would be TMpeace'' . ,; ; for Far -aster . .̂
proble:r.s ;enerally, the Soviet bloc position was, just
Zive the forces of international Co=unism directed
and controlled by i._osco-:r their own way, and soon thora
would be no p .oblcr:3 . Of course, they do not put it this
way -- they tal :; about peoples' de .:_ocracies and Azerican
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aggression, but this kind of verbal smokescreen has long
since been unable to conceal their ov,rn imperialist designs .

The statement of principles which was approved
last week was an earnest and sincere attempt to reconcile
the first three points of view which I have just mentioned .
11ith the fourth, of course, no reconciliation was possible
on honourable terms . Furthermore, our statement was o f
a nature which gave us reason to believe it could be

~accepted in Peking, if the Government there had control of
its o,.-.-n affairs and sincerely desired peace .

It,is important, I think, that even at this late
date we should know exactly what that statement contains
and what it implies . It may also be of some interest if,
as one of those responsible for drafting it, I attempt to
Cive some interpretation of it in view of the confusing and
conflicting views that have been expressed as to what i t
n2e ans .

Our statement of principles met, I think, every
legitimate point that had been made by the Peking Govern-
nont . There are those who have complained that in adopting
it we have gone too, far, that we had compromised our
principles for the vain hope of an honourable agreement,
that we had surrendered to intimidation and blackuai l
and that we were in danger of repeating the betrayal of
:";unicn. The tragedy of Lunich, however, as I see it ,
was not in ~-,oing there ; in fact, it might have been bette r
if more Governments had been able to accept the responsibility
of being there . The tre.bedy was in what was done there ,
and our statement of principles did not, I think, recommend
doing anything that meant the betrayal of a people or a
principle, nor was it a v.eak surrender to armed pressur e
or a naive misunderstanding of a political situation or
of the dangers ahead if it were handled the wrong way .

I would not myself participate in or approve o f
any action which could be fairly described in terms such
as those used the other day by the representative of the
Philippines . Nor ;Vould my country, which I may add was
not represented at Munich but was concerned with fighting
imperialism and aggression far from its own shores in
1914, 1939 and now in Korea in 1951 . Canada has fought
in the past to the limit of its military strength and
resources and we seek no,r~ a firm and honourable foundation
for peace to the limit of our political and diplomatic
strength, without any illusions about the difficulties
ahead and without weakening our defences -- indeed while
strengthening them -- in the process . There is nothing
of what is called "appeasenent" in such a course .

Because of the interpretation given to it in
Peking, because of some misunderstanding of it b y
renbers of this Co::ittee and because of its misrepresenta-
tion by the Soviet bloc, I orould like to analyz e
briefly the statement of principles, as one of those who
was initially responsible for it .

Paragraph 1 is of course self-explanatory, giving
in a few words the purpose of a cease-fire .

Paragraph 2 is important because it states that
steps for the restoration of peace could begin even before
a formal cease-fire arrangement had been concluded,
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providing there had been a lull in hostilities while the
negotiation of a cease-fire arrangement was going on .

Para graph 3 provides for the withdrawal fro :a
I:orea of all non-F:orean armed forces so that, without
pressure from outside armies, the iiorean people under
international supervision could decide their ozvn future .
But the next paragraph, paragraph 4, made it quite clear
that vrhile this decision was being taken there should be
international arrangements for the administration of Yorea
and the maintenance of peace and security there . Those
arrangements liere to be the subject of negotiation .
United Nations supervision of sore r;ind, hoivever, would
be essential if the decisions were to be free and not
the kind that we have seen imposed on certain Eastern
European count=ies behind the Iron Curtain .

^inally, there was paragraph 5, which has been
by far the most controversial section of the statement .
The first rrords of that paragraph read : "As soon as
Agreement has been reached on a cease-fire . . .^ . That
does not mean, as I understand it -- and this I think
is very important in the light of the Chinese repl y
to our statement -- that all the details of a cease-fire
arrangement had to be vrorked out before the political
negotiations referred to in the paragraph could begin .
There had to be prior agreement on the basic principle
that the actual shooting must stop before the political
discussions bF gan ,

Then in paragraph 5 Z•re provided for a negotiating
body rrhich, rrhile i t mentioned four States, did not --
though some rsenbers of this Committee have interpreted
it in that sense -- exclude any other State from
menbership. For instance, the inclusion of France in a
body of this Yind would be normal and natural and 1Frould
certainly be sunported by my delegation . That body ,
which ti•rould include the People t s Republic of China,
would attempt to secure a political settlement o f
Far Eastern problems, includin ; those of Taiwan and Chinese
representation in the United Nations, in conformity tvith
existing obligations, which one assumes ti•rould include the
Cairo Declaration for those countries svhich had accepted
that Declaration . Vie also provided in paragraph 5
that any political settlement should be in conformity
ti•rith the provisions of the United Nations Charter, whose
priority over all other international obligations is
naturally not affected by this paragraph .

That ;ras our statement as I understand its terms
and its implications . :1111 anyone say that we did not
in that statement, which was accepted by fifty of our
members, go a3 far as honourable Governments and men
could ho, and further than many people sincerely thought
;•re should go to neet every legitimate point advanced by
the Peking Governi:lent ?

Any progress as a result of thut state :nent
depended, of course, on its acceetance by Peking . Have
i~re received such an acceptance? ~ Or have we any reason
to believe that the note from Peking of Je,nuary 17
provides a basis for further discussion crith some hope
of reaching a mutually satisfactory and honourable
agreement?
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In our opinion, the January note from Peking -
their reply - represents an advance both in form and
substance over the previous statements given by Peking
at or to the United Nations . Furthermore, certain
obscure passages in that reply have now'been given an
interpretation by the Peking authorities which in my
opinion, and notwithstanding its summary rejectio n
by certain members of this Committee as unworthy of
consideration, may represent a substantial additional
advance .

Part 1 of the communication from Peking of January
17 lays down Peking's principles for a cease-fire and
a séttlement along the lines originally stated by that
Government and by the Soviet bloc . I have already
expressed my views on these principles . I think that they
are quite unacceptable and form no basis for a just
settlement .

Part 2 of the Chinese note makes certain
observations on our statement of principles . These are
of very considerable importance, if obscure in a few
places . In the first place -- and they are not very
obscure on this point -- they misrepresent completely
the purpose of a cease-fire by saying it is designed
merely to give United Nations troops a breathing space,
ignoring entirely that sentence which reads :

"Such an arrangement . . .n -- that is, a cease-fire --
"should contain adequate safeguards for-ensuring that
it will not be used as a screen for mounting a new
offensive . "

They also ignore point 5 of the proposed cease-fire
arrangements included in our report of January 2, which
reads :

"A11 governments and authorities shall cease promptly
the introduction into Korea of any reinforcing or
replacement units or personnel, including volunteers ,
and the introduction of additional war equipment and
material . "

More important, however -- indeed of critical
importance -- are the comments of the Peking note of
Tanuary 17 on the relations between a cease-fire and
political negotiations . If the Peking telegram meant
that there must be final agreement on all of the cease-
fire arrangements, and that there must be political
discussions before the shooting stops, that of course
would be completely unacceptable as I see it . If, however,
the note meant that there must first be negotiations to
decide the time and basic conditions of the cease-fire, that,
on the other hand, would be, to me at least, quite
acceptable . Indeed, we tried last December in the_Cease-
Fire Group to have just such negotiations, and we
were not very successful . This is a point on which the
further interpretation given by the Chinese authorities in
Pekin,~►, seems to me to be of some importance, for, in spite
of what the representative of the Philippines sai d
yesterday, they appear to me now to be saying that they
are prepared to enter into and conclude cease-fire
arrangements before the discussion of any other subject is
begun .



Part 3 of the Chinese note then makes certain
counter-proposals . The first of these, which they call
point A, provides for withdrawal of foreign troops from
Korea and a settlement of Korean domestic affairs by the
Koreans themselves . That would be satïsfactory, I think ,
if it meant that this would be done according to the princi-
ples of paragraphs 2 and 3 of our statement, and providing
that the Peking Government clearly and specifically
indicates that the foreign troops to be withdrawn would
include Chinese forces and nationals . The interpretation
of their note given to us through the Indian Ambassador in
Peking, though still~ not too precise on these points ,
gives grounds for believing that Peking accepts them .

Point B reads as follows :

"The subject matter of the negotiations must
include the withdrawal of United States armed forces
from Taiwan and the Taiwan Strait, and Far Eastern
related problems . "

That has already been included in our statement,
though in somewhat different form . I do not think
there should be any great difficulty here, because our
statenent was quite clear on this point, and contemplated
honest and sincere negotiations with a view to reaching
a settlement . ,

Point C sets up a committee of seven for the
negotiation and settlement of political questions, excluding
presumably any other State from that body . In thi s
respect the Peking reply goes further with a more rigid
provision thah that contained in paragraph 5 of our state-
ment . 2.ioreover, it states that the "rightful place of
the Central People's Government of the People's Republic
of China in the United Nations should be established
as from the beginning of the seven-nation conference" .

If this means that one of the important subjects
for post cease-fire discussions must be decided in advance,
namely, membership of the People's Government of Chin a
in the United Nations, then of course this Peking counter-
proposal would not be worthy of consideration . But the
message from Peking read by the representative of India on
Lionday last seems, at least to me, to indicate that the
Peking authorities do not require such a condition, but
ask the members of the proposed conference when it meets
to affirm their right to membership in the United Nations .

There are many Ziembers of the United Nations who
have already recognized the Peking Governnent as th e
de jure government of China ; there are others who rrere
com ng to the view that, having regard to the facts o f
the situation and the desirability of having as a spokesman
for the Chinese people at the United Nations a representa-
tive of the Government which, whatever we may think about
it, is in effective control of continental China, suc h
recognition should be given to the Peking Govern:nent,
There is little doubt that there was a trend in that
direction, which by now night have resulted in a decisio n
as to membership in the United Nations, when the outbreak
of war in Korea and the relationships from the beginning,
of the Government in Peking to that war, made any such
action, for the ti:.e being, quite impossible .



Before this question of Chinese representation
in the United Nations can be discussed again and settled,
and it is now before the United Nations General Assembly,
there has to be an end to the fighting in Korea an d
an abandonment of assistance to those who have been
adjudged aggressors by the United Nations .

Point D of the Chinese counter-proposals states
that the meeting visualized in point C should take place
in Peking . This would not, I shbuld think, be a matter
of great importance, if other points could be settled .

The examination of these replies from the Central
People's Government by my delegation led us to the view
that the Political Committee would now be Wise to consider
a specific programme for a negotiated settlement which
would, on the one hand, lead to the fulPilm-ent of United
Nations objectives in Korea, and, on the other, to a
peaceful settlement of outstanding Far Eastern issues .
Such a programme, which would I think be a conclusiv e
test of the real intentions of the Chinese Government in
Peking, could be along the following lines, and I put
these forward merely as suggestions, the views which my
delegation holds .

I think a conference could be convened at Lake
Success or New Delhi, r.rithin a :ree:•c or ten days of the
decision to hold it, ten days at the latest . That
conference might consist of the seven States which have
been mentioned previously : The United States, the United
Kingdom, France, the People's Republic of China, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, India and Egypt .

The first order of business and the first purpose
of any such conference should, in our opinion, be to
refer to a cease-fire coru:ittee consisting of representa-
tives of the United States, the People's Republic of China
and the United Nations Commission for the Unification and
Rehabilitation of Korea, together with any other
representatives which the cormaittee might unanimously agree
to associate with it in its work, responsibility for
arranging an immediate cease-fire on the basis of the plan
submitted in the report of the Cease-Fire Group of January
11, and that part of the work of the conference, if i t
were ever held, would have to be completed, in our view
before any other items on its agenda were even considered .

Then, once arrangements for a cease-fire by thi s
special committee had been completed, the seven-power
conference could consider a peaceful solution of Korean
problems in accordance with the principles laid down in
paragraph 2 and 3 of the statements of principles of
January 11 . This would cover arrangements for the
withdrawal from Korea of all non-Korean armed forces,
including, specifically, all Chinese nationals and forces .

Then the conference could proceed to a discussion
of Far Eastern problems in accordance with para,n,raph 5
of the statement of principles of January 11, and as the
first item of such discussions, consider the reques t
of the Central People's Govern .~~ent for a definite affirmation,
as they call it, of the legitimate status of the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations . Of course, I
assume it would be understood that such a conference could



not itself decide the question of Chinese representation
in the United Nations which can only be decided by the
United Nations itself . The most any such meeting could
do v:ould be to express a view on this suùject . And I do
not see any reason tivhy the members, at such a meeting,
should not do this if they so desired . Such a conference
might, in effect, be considered alriost as taking the
place or performing the function which has now been
assigned to the Assembly's Corznittee on Chinese Representa-
tion which svas set up at the beginning of the session and
which is still under instruction to report to the General
Assenbly .

In the discussions at the Conference of Far
Eastern problems, I would suggest that any government
especially concerned with a particular problem shoul d
be invited to participate during that part of the discussion .

`l'hen I would sug;est, 4s part of tûiÿ icea, . thüt
the recormendation in question -- if it ever becas :e a
recommendation -- should be transmitted by the Political
Coimnittee to the Central People's Governrent at once,
with an indication that a reply would be required vrithin
a very brief period indeed -- perhaps forty-eight hours
after its receipt in Pekinô -- in order that the Committèe
might knovr s•rhether it would be possible to proceed with
arrangements for convening the conference ontthe date
proposed .

My delegation would have been glad if consideration
could have been given to some such procedure as that
suggested above . i7e felt that it tiYould not have involved
us in prolonged discussions, and that if it had been
unacceptable to Peking -- and vie tvould know that withi n
a feir hours -- cre could then have proceeded to conderuiatory
action, with a far greater chance for a united front
than seems to be the case ut présent .

It was with a vierJ to ascertaining whether the
above procedure crould be worth considerina that my Prime
Linister, on receipt of the Chinese reply of January 17,
suggested to the Prime L :inister of India, with rrhom he
hàd been in consultation on these natters during and
follotiving the meeting of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers
in London, that certain questions might be addressed to
the Peking Governnent, with a view to clearing up, if
possible, some of the ambiguous points in their reply .
If Canada had had its own representative in Peking, we
would, of course, have been in a position to ask these
questions ourselves . As this was not the case, :•re relied
on the assistance and co-operation of the Indian and
United Iiingdora Governments, and we are grateful to them
for that co-operation .

i:eanlvhile, we already have two resolutions before
us . One, sponsored by the ttivelve asian States, proposes
a procedure by tivhich the intentions of the Chinese could
be finally clarified and steps taken totvard a settlement .
Though I and my delegation approve of the objective of
this resolution, I regret that vie cannot regard the
procedure suggested in it as the best method of reaching
that objective . The terns of reference of the conference
proposed in the Asian draft resolution are very ride and,
as rre understand them, do not specifically er.ibody the
conception of an orderly sequence of events, beginning
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with a cease-fire and proceeding logically, through a
Korean settlement, to a more general discussion of other
Far Eastern questions .

I think that it is even possiblé, under thi s
draft resolution, that the conference envisaged might find
itself involved in a discussion of general questions
before any progress whatever'had been made toward s
arranging a cease-fire. . This, as we see it, would sacrifice
a basic principle, to stop the fighting first before
negotiation of other questions can begin, a basic principle
which has been firmly adhered to, throughout our discussions
of this problem, by my own delegation and many others .
For these reasons, my delegation is not able to support
this resolution as it has been presented to us .

The second draft resolution, proposed by the
United States of America, finds that the People's Govern-
ment of China has engaged in aggression in Korea . If
this resolution is pressed to a vote without further
consideration of other measures, delegationswill have to
take a decision in regard to it, and that decision i s
not as easy or as simple for my delegation as it seems
to be for some other delegations around this table .
We feel that it has to be taken not only with a full
acceptance of our sense of responsibility uhder the Charte

r and we all have that sense of responsibility -- but also
with a clear understanding of its implications and where
they may lead us ; and finally, in recognition that non e
of us has any right to feel that his duty is automatically
discharged merely by joining in some form of moral
condemnation .

It has been said by some speakers in this Committee
that if the United Nations does not do its duty in
condemning the aggressor in this case, it will go the way
of the League of Nations when it defaulted over Ethiopia,
and it will deserve to do so . In my opinion, however ,
the fatal blow to the League of Nations was not struck when
it retused to call fascist Italy an aggressor -- I was
there at the time and I remember that it did so i n
eloquent and ringing terms -- but the fatal blow was struck
when its members gave the world the hope and belief that
this declaration would be followed by effective action --
and my own Government was one of those concerned -- and
then betrayed that hope and debased that belief by running
out on their obligations to take such action .

It may be right and necessary to pass a moral
judgnent on the aggressor, even if there exists a situation
such as the possibility of another and far more dangerous
aggressor which may affect the enforcement of that judgment ;
it may be right and necessary to do that providing we
recognize the circumstances and state the position accord-
ingly. That course is honest and straightforward . But we
have, I think, on the other hand, no-right to pass a
judgment and at the same time give the impression tha t
we can and will i=ediately and effectively enforce it
no matter what the consequences may be, if we are not
prepared to do that .

Holding these views, I would like to give the
opinion of my delegation in regard to the United States
resolution . My Government believes, with other governments,
that the primary purpose of the United Nations is to
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maintain peace, not to wage war . The United Nations
has had successes in preventing war by conciliation,
mediation and reconciliation . And on every suc h
occasion infinite patience was required . There were many
times when it seemed as if every endeavour to stop the
fighting had been exhausted, and members were tempted to
give up the struggle for a peaceful settlement and allow
the parties to resort to force .

Even in this, by far the most difficult situation
which has ever faced the United Nations, with powerful
forces behind the initial aggressor, and even more
powerful -- possibly controlling -- forces behind the se,
my Government still believes in continuing efforts t o
find a peaceful and honourable solution of the conflict in
Korea and of all our differences with the People's
Republic of China . The response of the Peking Government
to the attempts that we have made so far has certainly
been enough to try the patience of us all . Nevertheless,
we are ready to hold the door open for further negotiations
if the People's Republic of China gives us any reaso n
to believe that these negotiations can be successful,
and they cannot do this by issuing ultimata which the
United Nations cannot and will not accept .

The United States draft resolution -- and this
is one part of it which appeals to us most -- makes
provision for a cessation of hostilities and the achieve-
ment of our objectives by peaceful means . In its last
paragraph it not only proclaims these peaceful intentions,
but also provides for measures to implement them when there
is a suitable opportunity to do so . We could have wished,
on our part, that this paragraph had been even broader
in scope . If the People's Republic of China has not
closed the door on its part, there is no valid reason
why, whatever happens to this draft resolution, discussions
cannot continue . If the People's Republic of China
considers that its response to our proposal has been
misunderstood, we can still consider any observation s
it wishes to make . Furthermore, it is our view that
the statement of principles for a cease-fire and a settle-
ment, which was passed by this Committee, still stands . .

In the meantime, however, we feel that we must
support the United States draft resolution before us
because it states 'one vital truth that is self-evident .
The armed forces of the People's Government of China
continue their invasion of Korea . By opposing or
abstaining on this draft resolution, no matter how
unwise we might think its introduction at this particular
moment, we would be denying that fact of armed aggression
of Korea by Chinese aggressors, and we will not do this .
We cannot achieve the only kind of peaceful settlement
which is acceptable, by denying that an aggression was
committed in Korea in June 1950 and that the forces of the
Chinese Government in Peking are now participating in that
aggression which we have already condemned . The Central
People's Government must understand that a settlement is
not possible if they refuse to end such participation .
It is to make this point clear to the North Koreans, to
the Chinese who have aided them, and to all those who may
contemplate aggression in the future, that a finding
against the Central People's Government is made in this
draft resolution .
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This draft resolution is in no sense a declaration
of war -- limited or unlimited -- against China . It is in
no sense, as I understand it, a declaration of desire or
intention to destroy the Chinese Communist revolution or
overthrow the regime in Peking . If it were, my Government
would not support i t . ti'lhen one considers the provocation
offered by the People's Republic of China and the
military action it has taken -- and we are concerned only
with that action and not with any policy which may have
inspired it -- one cannot even call this draft resolution
a hostile declaration against the Chinese people or claim
that it shuts the door finally against negotiations .
It is, in the f irst place, a firm call to the Peking
Government to desist from participation in aggression
and, in the second place, a promise of peaceful settlement
if it does .

I am aware of the fear expressed by certain
members of this Comrriittee that the consequences of paragraph
3 would, as Sir Benegal Rau said the other day, create an
atmosphere in which further negotiation would be impossible .
We would be distressed, on our part, if this should be
the case, and we are most anxious, as I have already said,
that negotiations continue if there is any possibility of
their being successful . We ask ourselves, however, what
could the Peking Government expect? They know the views
of the United Nations on the aggression already cor..mitted
in Korea, but in spite of this fact, they have joine d
in that aggression, claiming that we, the United Nations,
are the aggressors . We have asked them to withdraw, and
they have refused to stop killing members of the United
Nations forces . So I find it rather difficult to believe
that they would be shocked or surprised by our conclusion
that they are participating in aggression . S7hat else
could we decide once we had to make the decision?
SYe cannot, after all, encourage their Korean aggression
by giving them cause to believe that we are the aggressors
or that we no longer distinguish between right and wrong .
It may still be that the Chinese consider that they are
engaged not in aggression, but in self-defence ; that-theÿ
are so imprisoned by their own dogna and their isolatiôn ,
so influenced by bad advice and misled by wrong information,
that they do not understand the intentions of the United
Nations in general and of the United States in particular .
We have recognized, and we should, I think, stil l
recognize, this possibility and be prepared to giv e
even further assurances of our intentions if we are given
an opportunity to do so. But it can hardly be said tha t

. we have not already tried with great patience to understand
the motives of the People's Republic of China and to
explain ours to them . They have been given every chanc e
to eaplain why they should not be considered as having
participated in aggression, and they should know by now
that we have taken every possible mitigating factor into
consideration .

The question now arises : If we pass this draft
resolution -- and this has a bearing on remarks I made
a few moments ago about passing draft resolutions
without careful consideration of their consequences or
without giving the impression that we are going to do more
about them than in fact we are -- what do we do then to
continue our efforts to restrain the aggression which is
taking place in Korea? This question cannot be easil y
or quickly answered . The Cor~..aittee, c•rhich is proposed in
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the second last paragraph of the draft resolution to-seek
an answer, will have serious responsibilities indeed .
The jud~ent it taill give on the question particularly
before it of "additional Measures" in respect of the
aggression in Korea will depend on the answers to other
questions . It trrill have to take into account the realities
of the world situation . It will have to acceat the fact
that while the resources of the free world, which is the
only part of the world willing to support collective action,
are growing stronger, they are at the moment liaited .
It vrill have to realize also, as I see it, that the free
world as a t°rhole is now under a menace far greater than
anything offered by the Chinese regime in Peking, amenace
tiRrhich even that regime itself will, we hope, one da y
come to recognize and to resist, and that our nain objective
must be to hold ourselves prepared to meet t hat threat .
Vie have certainly not accepted anything like the prospect :
of inevitable war with the Soviet Union, and vie are still
ready to accept genuine conciliation with members of the
Soviet Union bloc . ;'le cannot, r.otirever, close our eye s
to the complicity of the Soviet Union in the aggression
action of the North Koreans and the Chinese Communists,
their subjugation of neighbourinô countries, their world-
wide sabotage of peace, and the continuous instigation
of a new war by their propaganda machines, disguise d
these days as propaganda for peace . It is for these reasons,
for purely defensive reasons, that I feel ::e must re::ain
on guard and not allot•r ourselves to be deliberately
distracted into rreakening skirmishes or open ti,rar with
a country with ti,rhich we have no basic grounds to quarrel .

For this reason I think that the Committee on
Collective Lieasures, if it is set up, should keep before
it our major objective of reaching a peaceful settlement
with the Chinese on i ssues Urhich `-re believe can be settled .
While considering how best the United Nations effor t
can be strengthened in Korea, the Committee should keep
always in mind, I think, the larger objectives of a peace-
ful settlenent in the Far East . We, therefore, hope that
the Committee proposed in paragraph 8 of the United States
draft resolution, far fron recommending inpetuous noves
with unforeseeable consequences, will act with wisdom and
restraint, will help to assure and strengthen the
authority of the United Nations in carrying out this draft
resolution and its other decisions concerning Korea, and
also help to prevent Ill-advised and rash action .

Finally, this resolution, as I understand i t, does
not deal with a new and separate agPression requiring
new and separate action, but does deal with an old
aggression in which the Chinese Com.munists have been
participating . Therefore, it is our view -- and we
would welcome confirmation of it -- that this resolutio n
does not give the Unified Command or its commanders in
Korea any authority to take action which it and they do
not already possess . No new poti•rers are given to anybody,
as we understand it, by this resolution, paragraph 5
of which reads :

"The General Assembly affirms the deternination of
the United Nations to continue its action in Korea to
meet the aggression . "

The decision of my delegation to vote in favour
of this resolution as a whole has only been arrived at after
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particularly grave thought and deliberation . In concluding,
I should like to put the Canadian position frankly before
the members of the Committee . There are one or two features
of this resolution which do not carry the considered judg-
ment of the Canadian delegation . Moreover, we think the
putting of such a resolution at this stage and in thi s
form, when the possibilities of negbtiation with the People's
Government of China are not, in our opinion, completely
exhausted, to be premature and unwise . Why then is the
Canadian delegation voting for the draft resolution as a
whole? In the first place, we are doing so because the
main purport of this resolution, as we understand it, and
certainly as the public in our ovin country will understand
it, is to condemn the Chinese People's Government for the
assistance they have given the aggressors in Korea . We
think that there is no shadocr of doubt about this
participation in aggression and we believe that the action
of the Chinese People's Government in this matter ha s
been morally virong and is to be condemned . The United
Nations cannot ignore such a defiance of the principles
upon which it is founded .

In the consideration of this resolution, the
Canadian Government has honestly differed with the Govern-
ment of the United States on some points . We have
made our position clear and we shall continue to press
for those policies which, in our opinion, would be most
conducive to a peaceful settlement in the Far East .
While maintaining our own view on these matters, my
delegation will support the United States resolution as
not being inconsistent in principle with those policies .
We reserve our position, however, in regard to any
aMendments which may be subrlitted and, if the resolution
should be voted on paragraph by paragraph, we also reserve
our position in regard to paragraph 2 .

In conclusion, our support for this resolution
is the easier for the Canadian delegation because it is
proposed by the United States of America, that country
whose valiant forces are still bearing the brunt of the
hard and cruel struggle against aggression in'norea and
which is at the same time making unparalleled efforts
in the defence of freedom everywhere .
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APPENDI% I

Draft United States Resolution on I:orea introduced
before the First Committee on January 20, 195 1

General Assemb l

No_ ting that the Security Council, because of
lack of unanimity of the permanent members, has faile d
to exercise its primary responsibility for the maintenance
of international peace and security in regard to Chinese
Coffiunist intervention in Korea ;

Noting that the Central Peoplets Government
of the People's Republic of China has rejected all
United Nations proposais to bring about a cessation of
hostilities in Korea with a vieW to peaceful settlerlent,
and that its armed forces continue their Invasion of
Korea and their large-scale attaGks upon United Nations
forces there ;

Finds that the Central People's Government of
the Peopli's Republic of ~hina, by giving direct aid and
assistance to those ivho ilere already committing aggression
in Korea and by engag3.ng in hosti],ities against United
Nations forces there, has itself engaged in aggressio n
in Korea ;

Calls upon the Central Peoplets Government of
the People's Republic of China to cause its forces and
nationals in Korea to cease hostilities against the
United Nations forces and to withdraw from Korea ;

Affirms the determination of the United Nations
to continue action in Korea to meet the aggression ;

Calls upon all states and authorities to continue
to lend every assistance to the United Nations actio n
in Korea ;

Calls upon all states and authorities to refrain
from giving any assistance to the aggressors in Korea ;

Re uest~s a committee composed of the members
of the Collective Leasures Corimittee as a matter of
urgency to consider additional measures to be employed
to meet this aggression and to report thereon to the
General Assembly ;

Affirms that it continues to be the policy of
the United Nations to bring about a cessation of hostilities
in Korea and-the achievement of United Nations objective s
in Korea by peaceful means, and Requests the president of
the General Assembly to designate forthwith two persons
who would meet with him at any suitable opportunity
to use their good office.s to this end .

Draft Twelve Power (Arab-Asian) Resolution introduce d
Be fore the 1rs -Co ttee on Januar 24, 1951 : "Peetul
se ement o the orean and ot er Far Eastern pro ems 'X

Afghanistan, Burrna Eg t India lndonesia Ira n
Iraq, Lebanon, Pakistan, Saudi-Arabia, Syria an Yemen :

X This resolution was subsequently amended .



Far East,

-15-

The General Assembly ,

Vietivina with grave concern the situation in the

Considering that the continuance of this situation
is likely to endanger the maintenance of world peac e
and security ,

Noting the reply of the Central People's Govern-
ment of the People's Republic of China to the resolution
of the First Committee dated 13 January 1951 ,

, Desiring to continue its efforts to secure a
cessation of hostilities in Korea and a peaceful settlement
of the Korean and other Far Eastern problems in accordance
with the principles and purposes of the United Nations ,

Recommends that representatives of the Governments
of France, the United Kingdom, the United States of America,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Egypt and Indi a
and of the Central People's Government of the People's
Republic of China meet as soon as possible for the purpose
of securing all necessary elucidations and amplifications
of the above-mentioned reply and of making any incidental
or consequential arrangements towards a peaceful settle-
ment of the Korean and other Far Eastern problems .

The first meeting of the above representatives
will be held on a date and at a place to be fixed by
the President of the General Assembly ; the date and place
of each subsequent meeting will be fixed by the representa-
tives themselves . They will hold their meetings in
private and will frame their ovin rules of procedure .
They will advise the General Assembly of the result of
their consultations as early as possible .

S/C


